
Brand/Model Year Product Front P/N Rear P/N

CHEVROLET

Corvette (C7) Excl. OE Elect. Magnetic Susp 2014+ SPORT 8241 1306SPORT 8241 1307SPORT

SPORT
KONl Sport struts and shocks are the industry leader in externally adjustable damping, establishing 
the ultimate user control. By easily adjusting between a soft comfortable ride setting to a more firm 
aggressive ride, KONI Sport transforms the “daily driver” into the weekend track machine without 
hassle. With its very broad range of adjustability, KONI SPORT is a great choice to upgrade a stock, 
original equipment (OE) suspension or when matched with lowering springs and other performance 
upgrades for better handling and a more aggressive look and road feel. KONI Sport carries a limited 
lifetime warranty as with most KONI products. 

About KONI
As a part of ITT Motion Technologies, KONI develops, manufactures and markets high performance 
shock absorbers for many types of private and commercial vehicles including street and racing cars, 
trucks, buses, RVs and military vehicles as well as railway rolling stock. ITT Motion Technologies is the 
world leader in the development and production of brake pads and friction materials for the transport 
and automobile industry. www.koni.com

For additional warranty information go to: www.koni-na.com/warranty.cfm.
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The Chevrolet Corvette has long been hailed as “America’s sports car.” The current generation Corvette, introduced in 2014 and known 
as the “C7” chassis, has again raised the bar of performance. KONI’s new yellow painted, externally rebound damping adjustable KONI 
Sport shocks give the Corvette C7 owner further enhancements in ride quality and handling performance as well as the ability to tune 
for personal preferences, road conditions and street, autocross or track duty. The Corvette C7 means world class performance and KONI, 
the world leader in adjustable shocks absorbers, gives it that extra refinement and tuning to be even better.

NEW APPLICATIONS FOR 
2014+ CORVETTE C7


